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Bolinga celebra tes
third annive rsary
BY MIKE GRAHAM
staff reporter

The Bolinga Black Cultural
Resources Center celebrated its
third anniversary January 11-15.
On Friday, January 11, Webb
Norman, Allan King, and Larry
Crowe gave character Sketches
of Malcom X, W E B DuBois, and
Frederick Douglas as well as
other prominant Blacks.
The opening ceremony was
well-attended and the audience
was very attentive especially for
Allan King who proved to be
very interesting.
At 8 pm there was a concert
featuring a gospel ensemble from
the University of Cincinnati,
followed by an anniversary dance
in the Bolinga center.
Activities resumed Monday in
what was called 'Day of Visual
Aids' with tape recordings of
famous black people throughout
the world.
Assistant Director of the
Bolinga Center Carolyn Wright
said t he video tapes were from
past lectures of guests at WSU.
Tony Brown, host of Black
Journal, and Barbara Sizemore,
Superintendent of schools in
Washington D C ·were shown.
The tape recordings featured
famous poets, writers, and other
blacks who have contributed to
the struggle•.
Tuesday, January 15th, proved
to be a culminating of a very
·successfully planned train of
events.
Art Thomas, Director of
Bolinga Center, presented Vice
President and Provost . Andrew
Spiegel with a painting.
Thomas, in his presentation,
praised Spiegel for his honesty

'A'!' ~ee

- Spiegel's reaction as he accepted a
fellas' seems t o be Excutive vice-president Andy

P&inting from Bolinga director Art Thomas during the third anniversary celebration.

·

[Inderrieden photo]

eft ·plague s WSU campu s
KATHY KREITZER
staff repor:ter

various items taken from their
cars.
is the second time in a
During the summer, office
ve been ripped-off," said
employees at WSU had a pro
Lynch, a student here at
blem with their purses disap
pearing. This problem has de
first time about fifteen
creased since fall quarter as
track tapes were taken
office security improved.
my car. 'The second time it
WWSU, the radio station here,
twenty of them. Both times
has
reported missing albums and
was locked and both
other equipment. This situat ion
it
happened
in
broad
day,,
has improved since their move
th has never received any from fifth floor Fawcett to the
University Center.
Of compensation for his loss,
ave the thieves been ap- . Slide projectors, tape recorders
and other equipment has been re
nded.
ported by the University as
ant Carl Sims of WSU's
stolen.
'ty department feels theft is
"It is not unusual for students to
r problem on campus.
se
e other students pushing
office is actively investi
g all reports," said Sims, equipment down the halls on
'tis difficult to come up with carts," says Sims. "They could
Peet due to the number of not distinguish the thieves for
the students employed to do this
e who have access to the
job." ·
·
,,in which the thefts tak~
According to Sims, there have
ong items reported missing been six auto t hefts at WSU in
the, past eight mont hs.
tudents a,re tape recorders, ' "These cars
were reportedly
, c-alculators, radios; and
locked," said Sims. "It takes

someone wit h real know-how to
enter a locked car and hot-wire it
with the number of people we
have in our parking lots during
the day."
Of the six cars stolen, only two
have been recovered, one of
which was stripped completely.
There have also been reports of
two motorcycle thefts.
"There is little investigative
process involved in searching for
a stolen .vehicle," said Sims. "We'
rely· on other law enforcement
agencies ' to keep a lookout for
them."
WSU's security department
usually handles the auto thefts.
They notify the other area police
departments and the National
Crime Center .
The victims of personal
property theft are usually left
uncompensated, the victims of
car theft are covered by insur
ance.
Until the situation improves, all
that can be done for worried stu
dents is to urge them to take
extra care with all personal be
longings.,

and fairness and urged him t o
continue fighting in behalf of
Bolinga _Center even in the face
of adverse conditions.
Ajax Blue gave a brjef speech
paying tribute to this day as a
spirit referring to Martin Luther
King.
This speech gave way to Ms
Hayes who sung "I Believe."
The guest lecture, Dr Chapelle,
the first director of the center,
recalled how Bolinga began.
Chapelle recalled how Anne
Shearer and herself co-ordinated
material in the Bolinga Center
and labored over issues.
Out of this, she said, grew trust,
respect and friendship by
working together.
She remembered the people
who commented that Bolinga
would be an island for racism and
m6re space was needed for
studying but a lot of learning has
come from the Bolinga Center.
Chapelle after playing tribute to
some of the community leaders
who appeared in the center such
as Art Thomas and Reverend
Leo Lucas turned her attention
to the Mid-East situation.
She said Colonel Godoffi was
once looked upon as an irnpra-eti
cal visionary but now the world
is realizing Arab Unity is for
real.
The price of oil has jumped from
the price of a few cents .to
seventeen dollars a barrel.
The Arabs have found that oil is
a tool for excessing greater
control over . policies affecting
. them.
The example of the Arabs is
being considered by the five to
six bauxite producing countries
[Continued on page 2]
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Financial aid tight now, for fall
program will be offered this
Spring but is unsure for the
Students wishing to apply for Summer until the Financial Aid
financial aid for Spring or Office receives its budget for the
Summer quarters of this year 1974-1975 school year sometime
may be disappointed.
in March.
According to Joel Cohan, Di
The Ohio Instructional Grant
rector of Financial Aid, the only (OIG) has been closed for the rest
loan money available for the re
of the year, but applications for
mainder of 1974 is the National the 1974-1975 school year should
Direct Student Loan (NDSL). be received in the financial aid
This is a federal loan, repayable office by the end of this month.
beginning twelve months after
All of the aid is offered only to
graduation.
those students taking at least six
The Basic Educational Oppor
credit hours per quarter and is
tunity Grant (BEOG) is still based on the income of the stu
available, but only to those stu
dent and her/ his parents.
dents who had not attended an
If a student drops below the
institute of higher learning be
six credit hours required, per
fore July 1, 1973. This grant is mission must be granted by the
aimed mostly at freshperson stu
Office of Financial Aid. If a
dents, and offers up to one hun
student drops out of school or is
dred and fifty dollars per quar
forced to leave, repayment be
ter.
gins twelve months afterward.
Although there are some
The only aid available for grad
Nursing loans and grants avail
uate students is the National
able, they are open only to those Direct Student Loan apd some
students who have applied to and positions in graduate assistance.
been accepted by the School of To be eligible for the loan, a grad
Nursing. It is not available to student must carry at least six
students in the University Di
credit hours also.
vision or Pre-Nursing.
Cohan said, "The amount of aid
The University Work-Study has dropped since last year and is
expected to drop this year. The
KATHY KREITZER
staff repqrter

federal government is cutting aid
in most programs and adding
more money to the BEOG
program. Last year the BEOG
budget was $122 million, this
year it is expected to be at least
$375 million."
In order to qualify for BEOG
next year, you must not have
attended an institute of higher
learning before April 1, 1973.
This means it will be available
mostly to Freshperson
and
Sophomores.
If money gets tighter for the
work -study program, many
students may choose to get
better paying jobs off campus.
The Office of Financial Aid is
attempting to set up academic·
standards for the awarding o~ ·
grant and loans. As the mone)
becomes unavailable, th officf
will have to be selective ir
awarding the aid.
Under the new standards, «
student will be expected to re
tain a certain grade point accum,
or the aid would be cut off.
Applications for aid for th•,
1974-1975 school year should b
completed as soon as possible
due to the cuts in aid.
1

Student budgets under review
BY TOM SNYDER

managing editor

The Student Budget Board is
now reviewing next year's
budget proposals for student or
ganizations. ·
Under the new student consti
tution, Budget Board's five
members are appointed by Stu
dent Caucus.
Budget Board is responsible for
approving all budgets under the
student activities fund.
This year, student organiza
tions received nearly $60,000.
The university administration
set a limit to the total amount the
organizations could receive.
However, they haven't yet set a
limit for next year's total.
Talk among various student
leaders have gravitated toward
trying to increase the $60,000 to
as much as $150,000.
But reaction from administra
tors has been a wait-and-see
attitude.
WSU President Robert Ke.ger
reis said due to the university's
budget crisis, there was no way
of telling how much the activities
fund will receive until proposed
· budgets are in.
He also said "substantial in
creases" will have difficulty in
getting approved because of the

university
center
board

.

inflation which has hit WSU in
the last two years.
The student activities fund is
derived from the $50 activities
fee charged each quarter to full
time students.
Over $ 1/z million of this fee re
ceived each year is spent on
paying off the University Center
debt.
Dean of Students Bruce Lyon
· also adopted a wait-and-see
attitude.
"I don't think anybody can say
how much money will be

allocated," said Lyon. He sald
student activities budgets must
be submitted to the university
budget office by February 8.
Once the Budget Board
approves the budgets, Vice
President 0 Edward Pollock
approves them and must send
them to the budget office.
Student Jim Newton, Budget
Board member, declined to say
how much money the Board will
ask for in all, until all budget pro
posals from student organiza
tions had been received.
Proposals were due Tuesday.

-

SUNDAY, JAN 20
Oelman Auditorium

Theta, Delta Zeta, Kappa Delta
Chi, Phi Mu, or Phi Theta
Omega, they wish to join.
Known as open rush, this type
of rush begins immediately after
formal rush which is during the '
beginning of the fall quarter. -.·,
,Open rush is different from the
fall formal rush in that no formal
invitations are sent out to the
pledges and no formal parties are
given.
During formal rush, the women
get a chance to observe all the
sororities at parties and judge
between them, whereas open
rush is considered more or less of
an open bidding.
"Formal rush works better than
open rush because the women
can dwindle it down 'till they
know which sorority they'd like
to go to," commented Fish.
At any rate, the rush is on!

Third anniversary

UCB Cinema

Released by Warner Byothers

Panhel 'opens' rush

Anyone interested in a sorority
can sign up in the Dean of Stu
dents office located in 105 Mil
lett, according to Panhellenic
president Betsy Fish.
These sign-up sheets will be
available to all female students
for the rest of the academic year.
No obligation to any particular
sorority is necessary.
However, if there is a particular.
sorority of interest to the
student, she may obtain the
president's name of that sorority
and contact her.
Newton said most universities
After acquiring some names on
have some kind of association of
the lists, the sign-up sheets are
graduate assistants.
handed over to the sororities
He said he already has support
who contact the people on the
from the Graduate Division for
lists.
one.
.
The women then decide for
He said the association would
themselves which of the seven
serve as a means of communica
tion and a union to represent sororities: Alpha Sigma Alpha,
graduate assistants when dealing Alpha Si Delta, Delta Sigma
with the administration.
Newton is helped by Nancy
Lambert, a graduate assistant in
rehabilitation counseling.
All graduate assistants are in
v.ited to Monday's meeting.
[Continued from page 1]
as a means for greater control of
their own affairs.
Chapelle said that the world will
possibly have to consider other
umvers1ty 
forms of monetary standards
center
than gold and silver.
board
She cited two events coming up

Grad assistants organize
An association of graduate
assistants is trying to get off the
ground at WSU.
The first meeting is Monday at
3 pm in 230 Millett.
Jim Newton, who is the origi
nator and organizer, said the
meeting's purpose is to see what
kind of interest students who are
graduate assistants have in such
an association.
Graduate assistants are grad
uate students who assist a pro
fessor in their major for wages.
"If there's any support," said
Newton, "we'll go ahead with it."

Yvonne Chapelle, first director of the Bolinga
its third anniversary celebration Tuesday,
backround that was part of the celebration.
[Inderrieden photo]

color R

6:30 & 8:45 pm

II

important to Blacks, the
Pan-African Conference, and the
Black Arts Festival.
t
When Chapelle prepared 0
leave the lecture, Caro~yn
Williams presented her wit ~
painting in return for her loya
service to Bolinga.
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SAM means business
BY BILL LICKLIDER

staff reporier

~eh

year

thousands

of

IJllineSSstudents will be makin.g
tlit. switch from the academic

"In this way," says Fisher,
"members are given excellent
opportunity to learn about the ·
practical business of being a
manag_er."

w8t1d to the business world. It

1
j

ist't easy, and more than one
stuaent has found that the switch
inv:olves capabilities he/she
ba&ll't prepared for.
?any of these, among them per
S01i$l interaction with business
ex~tives in the Dayton-Cincin
.nattal'ea, are included in the pro
grams of WSU's chapter of the
Society for the Advancement of
Management.
According to Otis Fisher, presi
dent of SAM, "SAM's goal is to
act as a bridge between the
academic world and the practical,
b ess world."
Bridling the gap involves close
inw.-attion wi th the Senior
of SAM, a group busi
tJecutives in the Dayton
ti area.
Oiee a month a number of dele
P.W from the WSU chapter
attend a dinner hosted by the
Semor Chapter of SAM of the
student chapters in the Dayton
Cincinnati area.
A cocktail hour before ·dinner
with the members of the Senior
Chapter breaks the ice and gives
the students a chance to get to
know the business persons.
Following this is a dinner where
students may continue to get ac
quainted with the members of
the Senior Chapter.
A lectue on some aspects of
management and a question-and
answer period completes the
schedule of events and students
at~\ree to try to arrange for ad
ditional conferences with senior
members oi SAM.
SAM cooperates with the Place
1 ~ent Office at WSU to provide
it~ graduate members with a
direct link to the needs of
I business executives in the
I Dayton-Cincinnati area. "This is
done," explained
Fisher,
"th~ough a Job Opportunity Co
~rdmator, who makes a table of
Job openings in the field of
' ~anagement in the Dayton-Cin
cmnati area and matches them
with the resume's of graduating
I SAM members."
) Another interaction between
~he Senior and Student Chapters
~Project Insight, which began in
70. According to Fisher, the
Purpose of Project Insight is to
expose members of SAM to a
first .hand experience of the
practical nat ure of business.
This is accomplished by placing
each member with a business
~xecutive in a field of their choice
or one day. The entire day is
stpent with t he business execu
1ve.

I

I

In the course of its four year ex
istence, Project Insight has been
expanded from operating once a
year to continuous operation
throughout the year. According
to Jim Biemly, vice president of
SAM, every business of a produc
tion nature in Dayton and many
others in addition to those" have
been contacted by Project In
sight.
In addition to these activities,
SAM also has field trips and
guest speakers incorporated into
iis efforts to achieve its goal.
The organization is planning
two field trips for the coming
winter and spring quarters. On
Feb 8 SAM will visit the General
Motors plant at Norwood near
Cincinnati. Unlike the rest of
SAM's activities, this field trip
will cost $5.00. Sometimes during
the spring quarter, SAM will
embark on a two day manage
ment-orientated tour of Ford's
design and production areas in
Detroit.
Guest speakers come from the
surrounding area and their talks
cover various current aspects of
business. Richard Scheel, from
the Zephyr Awning and Home
Improvements Co Inc, who
talked about "Problems in Small
Business," is a good example of
this, says Fisher. "He praticul
arily stressed the problems of ob
taining supplies for a small
business during the energy

Fisher and his officers, the
board of directors, hold a special,
board of directors meeting once a
month in addition to the general
membership meeting. At this
meeting topics of discussion in
specific areas are settled and pre
pared for presentation at the
next general membership meet
ing.
"This," says Fisher, "enables us
to present a united consensus of
opinion about the agenda to the •
members, rather than arguing.
After this is accomplished, the
floor is opened for new business,
which , discussed and worked on
at the next board of directors
meeting, is then reported on at
ihe following general member
ship meeting."
SAM is involved with course
evaluations within the Manage
ment Dept. According to Fisher,
eventually SAM will be involved
in the structuring of the courses
through the use of continuous,
ongoing approach to the course
evaluations.
We will use questionnaires and
person-to-person interviews to
help let professors know what
the strong and weak points of
their courses are."

•

BEER BLAST
~
$1°0 Pitcher.
Pabst Et Schoenling

crises ~"

Despite being a business or
ganization, SAM is not closed to
non-business majors. According
to Fisher, SAM is open to all
matriculant students who are, in
any way interested in manage
ment.
General membership meetings
are held once a month and dues
are $5.50 per year. "Of that,"
says Fisher, "5.00 goes to the
national chapter of SAM and the
student chapter at WSU keeps
the rest."

KATHY KRONAUGE- Singer
ENTERTAINING ·
Beer Blast aher all WSU Games
THE HOT MUD FAMILY

To augment this SAM holds an
annual, soon to become semi
annual hot dog sale at October
and May Daze.
Information about when the
general membership meetings
are held may be obtained from
the Management. Dept's bulletin
board or from Penny Willis in
room 469A.
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12 pm
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You fuel you, we can't go on melding like this. Ansilee Freeh
finds the welding part of her sculpture class something to smile
about.
[Little photo]
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Guardian

OPINION
Presidential paranoia
The expert~ have reported that the 'gap'
in the Haldeman tape was caused by a series
of five to nine stops and starts, made with
the regular machine controls, not the foot
pedal.
Although legal maneuvering by the White
House lawyers prevented the experts from
saying it directly, many are going to con
clude, with much justification that the
erasures were deliberate.
President Nixon's already weakened cred
ibility has taken another heavy blow.
The most disturbing piece of information
coming out of these revelations occured
during an exchange after court.
White House lawyer James D St Clair, un
successful in demolishing the evidence in
court, indicated that he would go after its
credibility once he had consulted his own
experts. To which Richard Bolt, spokesperson
for the panel, replied·, "I thought we were
you_r experts.
He had good cause for bewilderment, since
the six-person panel had been appointed by
joint agreement of the White House and the
Special Prosecutor.
Another indication of the _evident White
House feeling, which seems to a lay person
to border on paranoia, that if you don't
buy the current party line ( which changes
with the bewildering rapidity that people
used to laugh at in the 'Commies' ) you
are 'an enemy' - and must be treated as such.
It's a bad enough way for a person to
operate, but it sure as hell ain't no way
to run a country.

Put money where mouth is
For too long at WSU, student organizations
have received little if nothing in the way
of funds to operate. Instead, over half of
the students' activities fee money, paid
in tuitiort, goes toward paying off the debt
of the University Center.
Although we do nqt say the Center debt
should come entirely from elsewhere, we urge
the university to find some way to provide
student organizat{ons with a substantial
increase from this year's money. ·
We feel $100,000 more is not too much to
ask, considering some universities give
their students $1 million to use.
That is what they must do if they really
want to serve the students.
By Jover...
Fnendly little
a stl"ay
pupr

I'll toss
him a ·
bone.

pooch! Say, I'll
bet he's hungry.

And I Peel th'

same way about
children.

Elementary,by
;,~nydear
Watso;,
1
I
After many months of specula
tion and innuendo, the Case of
the Missing Watergate Tapes
has been solved.
The mystery remained a puzzle
until these last few weeks when
Special Prosecutor Jaworski, in
desperation, called for the
services of that great detective
from across the sea, Sherlock
Holmes.
Here are the contents of a
secret tape of Holmes, as he
explains to Dr Watson how he
solved the case:

Watson: Tell me, Holmes, when
did you first suspect David
Eisenhower of absconding with
the tapes?
Holmes: Elementary, my dear
Watson, elementary. I first sus
pected young Eisenhower when I
learned he had to make constant
trips to the men's room. He
claimed that he had to so he could
continually rub medication on the
broken out spots on his face.
Watson: But I don't see how
that fact made you suspicious,
Holmes.
Holmes: Elementary, my dear
Watson. Didn't you find it
strange that, after all those trips
to the men's room, his face never
cleared up?
Watson: No, Holmes, it never
occurred to me.
Holmes: Exactly, Watson ,
exactly. Proceeding from this
seemingly small point, I began to
think: If Eisenhower's face hasn't
cleared up after continual trips

to the lavatory, then his trips
were not for facial medication at
all!
Watson: But, Holmes, that is
preposterous!
Holmes: No, Watson, it's quite
logical really. I then asked
myself, If Eisenhower did not go
to the lavatory to clear up his
face, then what did he do?
In an effort to find out, I began
to make inquiries. I iearned from
unimpeachable sources that
Eisenhower was a very close
intimate of Rosemary Woods, Mr
Nixon's private secretary. When
Julie was absent from the house
to attend a couple Unwed
Mothers meetings, he invited Ms
Woods to dine with him secretly.
The reason for this was
clear--for some motive, as yet
unknown, he wanted to get close
to Ms Woods in order to obtain
the tapes to do with them what
he will.
Knowing this, it was obvious
there was only one thing to do.
Watson: What was that,
Holmes?
Holmes: 'l'o set a trap for the
fiend! By the only method
open--to draw Eisenhower into
my confidence.
I let him know that I was on the
track of the thief. I told him I
needed his help. So I had him
make an anonymous phone call to
Ms Woods for a clandestine
meeting.
Watson: But didn't he suspect
anything?
Holmes: Of course he did. But
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he obviously couldn't reject my
plea, because that would prove
he had something to hide. And of
course, I knew if he called Ms
Woods, he would mention what
had happened between them. So
I tapped his phone.
Watson: But, Holmes, wasn't
that a little extraordinary?
Holmes: I don't think so,
Watson. Ex-CIA agents aren't
the only people who know how to
tap phones.
Watson:
But what was
Eisenhower's mo tive? What
reason could he have for stealing,
the tapes?
Holmes: Elementary, my deo.t
Watson. He stole the tapes
because Mr Nixon made some
statements on them of how much
he hated the Eisenhower family,
especially David, that "young
nincompoop and college bum" as
Nixon called him. David didn't
want that to get out to the public.
He thought he'd lose his job.
Watson: But Holmes, what
about the trips to the restroom?
Holmes: Elementary, Watson,
elementary. Eisenhower needed
medication. You see, he suffered
from an acute case of tapeworm.
Watson: Surely, Holmes, you
don't mean--
Holmes: Yes I do, Watsoni
Eisenhower swallowed the tapes.
Watson: Am azing, Holmes.
Simply amazing!
"Yes, sometimes I even amaze
myself, Watson," said Holmes, as
he reached for the cocaine.

To the editor:
My name is James Miller,
#135-407, Box 787, Lu.casvilJe,
Ohio 45648. I am 24 years oldi
born under the sign of Taurus. d
have brown wavy hair an
matching eyes. I'm 6 ft and 201
lbs. Please feel free to ask an~
questions you desire fo~
personally guarantee all .r~pbesi
Understanding my position, d
would appreciate it if you coul.
·
1't IS
.
enclose some stamps, smce
often difficult for me to obta~~
them. I would be happy
exchange pictures.
a
I am studying to become
ndence
psychologist at correspo ·me I
school, and in my spare ti grd
instruct Korea•1 Karate (.
degree black belt).
ood
Thank you once again and ~·ng
1
luck in successfully reac
your goal in ~4.
s
Respectfully your '
Jim Miller Ht35-407
Box 787
.
648
Lucasville, Ohio 45
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The rich get richer and the poor get poorer
There was economic euphoria a year ago. On
January 11 the President gave business a gaudy
New Year's present, he ended Phase II controls
on corporate prices. The stock market hit 1051.70
on the Dow industrial index, the highest in
history.
The victoriously elected President was riding
high. On January 2 he had resumed the "Christ
mas bombing" of Vietnam. There were critics,
Indira Ghandi expressed "horror;" the Swedish
king called it "merciless;" Willy Brandt said
relations would "deteriorate;" the Canadian
House of Commons in an unprecedented action,
unanimou ly "deplored" the U S attack.
Who cared? Look at the election returns! Mr
Nixon grim ly co n idered the Democratic
Congress as he prepar d his budget. "Massive
handouts top ople" mu t top, he said in an inter
view; dole mad peopl too dependent. As for
Vi tnam why, D fen
Secretary Melvin Laird
explain d, comfortably, that Vietnamization wa
now c rnpl t and thal outh Vietnam henceforth
wa "fully apabl " of d fending itself. So that
worry wa ov r; we had won peace with honor.
There wa , of course, inflation. Pentagon
sources said that the cost of the Christmas
bombing alone was half a billion. The Nixon econ
omists didn't worry. Government budget costs
would be cut, particularly welfare costs. In his
Inaugural, January 20, Mr Nixon gave a reverse
twist to the famous Kennedy saying, as Mr Nixon
put it, "ask not just what will government do for
me, but what can I do for myself." (His income tax
retur ns would COf!le later.)

Mr Nixon gave a reverse
tivist to the famous
Kennedy saying
The budget message, January 29, was a cau
tion. The President proposed no new social
programs, but cuts or elimination, of 112 current
program , among them landmark education and
aid legislation going back to Truman. He brought
in young Howard Phillips to dismantle the Office
o\ Economic Opportunity, the poorman's agency
in Wa hington.
The annual Economic Report, January 30,
spelled out the good news. Wise Administration
policies w re curbing inflation and the President
hoped for a rate of only 2 1/2 percent or less by
January 1974. Dr Herbert Stein couldn't resist a
lit tle chuckle of complacency in the scholarly

treatise: "By the end of 1972," he wrote, "the
American anti-inflation policy had become the
marvel of the rest of the world." The operative
word was "marvel."
On February 12, world pressure forced
America to devalue the dollar 10 percE>nt, the
second time in 14 months.
Tha t 13-day leap from "marvel" to "devalua
tion" sel an economic track record that, we guess,
will sland for a long time. Things got worse after
thal.
Let il be said, in fairness, that national
conomic forecasting i a hard business. It is
urrounded by luck and no presidential adviser
has a perfect score. About the best we know is
Walter Heller who, in the early 60's helped
produce the longest period of sustained growth
with price stability in history. It got out of con
trol, alas, with Lyndon Johnson's Vietnam in
flation.
The record of the Nixon advisers is miserable.
They haven't guessed what would happen, and
they haven't been able to protect the poor and the
weak. The fact is, I believe, that the Administra
tion is the most regressive in modern time. The
gap between rich and poor has widened, and in so
doing the stability of American society has
weakened. This may be worse for the nation in
the long run, than Watergate.
Herbert Stein and George Shultz abhor govern
ment controls, they are sincere and put faith in
the free competitive market -- a faith that might
work under laboratory conditions but that has
failed repeatedly and dangerously in the real
world. Here is the record:
--President Nixon, while business boomed, dog
matically opposed any tax increases that might
have soaked up inflationary buying.
--He and his economists triumphiantly abol
ished the successful Phase II controls a year ago
just as the price roller-coaster started.
--Protectionists quotas against import of oil
were continued despite growing warnings; for
example last January 17, the director of the Office
of Emergency Preparedness declared "We're
going to have a tight fuel situation all winter."
There were spot gasoline shortage all during last
Memorial Day week-end.

'4oices
hom the

?o the editor,
hit seems our beloved university
eaas·gone to the dogs. Yes, those
nine, four legged friends of
h~~ appear to have invaded our
~ 0~ed grounds.
1hon t get me wrong, I like dogs,
e ave a dog. He is a friend, a
and an important part
0~lllpa~ion
lily hfe, but he won't be found
on ou
for r ~ampus. I can see a need
seeing eye dogs on a college
:lllp~s but it seems totally
sanine to bring a pedigreed
~h to WSU to let everyone
You are on a little ego trip.
a ese students and their dogs
s~eb establishing their own little
culture
At th .
how ~ present rate of growth, ·
OUr)'Will this phenomenon effect
CUa~estyle here? How long until
acr YOUR DOG signs appear
Oss campus?· How long until

rt"

ALPO and KEN-L-RATION are
offered in the cafeteria? Will we
be forced to wear goulashes to
wade through dog defacation.
The UCB Cinema will start
showing films such as Lassie and
Old Yeller. The intramural
department will introduce a dog
paddle derby, class collars will be
worn instead of class rings.
WHAT HATH DOG WROUGH.
Dogmatically yours
Ron Layne
To the editor:
In answer to Mr Al Smith's
comment that the AAC did not
act too slowly, I must remind him
that my initial complaint, a five
page, detailed account of the
events surrounding my applica
·tion was delivered to him in mid
October. He might recall that I
was accompanied by Mr John

Wilkens, AFSCME union stew
ard at that time.
That Mr Smith recognized my
complaint at that time is further
evidenced by the several
meetings which he and I had
prior to the November 28 date he
cited. I filed the second complaint
on November 28 at Mr Smith's
request. He had noted that my
original complaint was not in the
form that he needed for further
action. I might note that Mr
Smith's request came after the
November 25 article in the
Dayton Daily News.
While Mr Smith is correct that
November 28 - December 18 is
not too slow to handle a
complaint, the better than 2
months between my original
complaint and the AAC decision
sure as hell is.
In addition, the contention that
my handicap "was a positive
factor" and my handicap "would
be an advantage to the
University Division" are deci
sions which were made after the
the position had been filled.
Determination of my qualifica
tions after the position had been
filled doesn't do anyone a hell of a
lot of good.
The AAC decision seems to be
based primarily on their
determination of my qualifica
tions versus the qualifications of
those hired and a number of
half-truths which have evolved
since September 19. · My
complaint was and is that unfair
hiring practices, for whatever
reason, made it impossible for me
to ever be in a competitive

--The Nixon staff woke one day to find that the
USSR had bought one-quarter of the 1972 feed
grain crop; Russia paid a subsidized $1.50-$1.60 a
bushel, when a year later the price would be $4.80
a bushel.
--Today the same team is resisting the use of
strong government action that seems almost in
evitable in a severe, developing inflation-reces
sion. Consumer prices are advancing at a
near-record seasonally adjusted rate of 9.6
percent, and unemployment lay-offs are begin
ning to knock at industry after industry.

Corporate profits in the
last year have soared
That's the story. A rece.n t poll shows 76 percent
now believe "the rich get richer and the poor get
poorer." They are right. Corporate profits in th
past year have soared. At the same time workers
are on the treadmill -- making more money that
will buy less food, less services and less consumer
goods. The official figures show a 3.3 percent de
cline in "real earnings" (after taxes and inflation)
from a year ago. That's an average of maybe $3.25
a week (the price of a workshirt say or of having
shoes repaired), or $170 a year. Not something to
hit the headlines, maybe, but multiply it by a
work force of 70 to 80 million and it means the loss
of billions in purchasing power. It's tougher on the
poor and the destitute whose food is a larger
proportion of their budget. Food prices have
jumped 20 percent.
The White House energy czar, William Simon,
has recruited several hundred oil company ex
perts to advise him. Presumably once more the
corporations are going to be looked after. The low
income groups are again likely to make the sacri
fices. In a shortage, it's the meek who inherit the
dearth.
We don't mean to be cruel about it, but this
year at income ta)\ time a lot of us are going to be
thinking of Mr Nixon and tax loopholes. In four
years incumbency his net worth rose from
$307,000 to a million and his taxes were only
equivalent to those of a family with income of
$15,000. He has always hated taxes. Like
Truman's, his motto was, "the buck stops here."
It is a coincidence of some political importance,
perhaps, that the House will be considering
impeachment this year just about April 15; that's
Form 1040 time.

position for the job. It appears
that rather than answering my
complaint, the AAC has nearly
done that which should have
been done by the University
Division, check qualifications of
the applicants. If that had been ·
done before the position was
filled, I could have no complaint.
In any event, I thank Mr Al
Smith for his · efforts in my
behalf.
Cordially,
Wesley I Miller
To the editor:

I was dismayed, at the very
least, to read the interview in the
Guardian of January 10th with
Mr Ridenour of the Placement
Office. His off-hand comment
that he "feels bad when a
philosophy or political science
majc.1 comes in to register
because I know there won't be
many openings" immediately
caused me to wonder about the
cause of his discomfort. Neither
Mr Ridenour nor, for that
matter, anyone from the
Placement Office thought it
necessary to talk with me or
anyone else in this department
about employment possibilities
for political science majors.
Upon investigation of Mr
Ridenour's qualifications for
talking about the career
prospects for liberal art
students, with or without a
major in political science, I
discovered that he is not
equipped by education, experi

ence, insight, or interest to
discuss, for publication, and
certainiy not with students
inclined toward a liberal arts
education, the career implica
tions of an AB degree.
I suggest that the probable
cause of Mr Ridenour's discom 
fort when confronted with the
task of identifying career
avenues for liberal arts gradu
ates is a very common malady
called ignorance. Having had
placement experience at Georgia
Technological Institute would
seem, at best, poor training for
developing sensitivity to the
value of a liberal arts degree.
There is not space here to
examine properly the relation
ship between careers and
education in liberal arts--much
less the more importa.nt question
of the life value of liberal arts and
how these things interrelate. My
hope is that those who bear
responsibility for the very
important task of assisting our
graduates to find satisfying
career opportunities take immed
iate steps to do for themselves
what they advise for others--pre
pare for the job.
Robert W. Adams
Chairer, Political Science Dept

The Guardian welcomes all
letters to the Editor.
Letters may be sent to room 046
in the basement of the U niversi
ty Center, across from the book
store. Or they may be deposited
in the Guardian box outside
Allyn cafeteria.
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News Shorts

La~ School Discussions

t:ampus Ministry

Placement

Two law school students
and two attorneys will
conduct a panel discussion
tomorrow from 4 to 5:30
pm in room 155 B of Uni
versity Center.
The students will discuss
their perceptions of law
school, and the attorneys
will discuss careers.
The students are WSU
graduates.
The Center for Law
School Advising, which is
conducting the panel dis
cussion, will also bring in
three other speakers this
quarter.
One concerns a visit from
a representative from
Notre Dame January 24 at
11:15 am in room 155 C
University Center. An 
other is the acting dean of
UD's law school on
January 22 at 1 pm in the
same room.

The Campus Ministry
programs and activities for
this quarter are as follows:
Mondays, 3 pm - Personal
Growth Discussions;
Wednesdays, 3 pm -.The
ological Discussions;
Mondays and Wednes
days, 12:10 pm and Sun
days, 12:30 - Masses.

The placement office
reports that there are
teaching vacancies in
Australia in such fields as
Phys Ed, librarians, music
and industrial arts. Sal
aries ·from $8,400 to
$12,500 per year, and the
airfare is paid. Interviews
will be taken at Kent State
University on January 18
and 19. Any interested
individuals should contact
the placement office at ext
267 or 268.

President's Open Meeting
President Kegerreis will
hold an open meeting with
students on Wed, Jan 23,
beginning at 1:30 pm. The
meeting will be held in
Allyn Hall Cafeteria.

Education Committee
Applications are now
being taken for the
Student Advisory Commit
tee for the Department of
Education. Interested
graduate students can pick
up an application in room
E478 Millett. For addition
al information call Van
Liming, ext 785.

The assistanfto the Dean
of Case Western Reserve
Law School will be here
Jan 23 at 10 am.

UCB begins membership drive

1
1

'Pregnancy Termination

r --- - ------~------------- - ----- .

Name
Address
; City
: Phone
: Age
: Race

#

State_

_

·_
Zip_

i
iI
i

Professional C0W1Seling

Free Birth Control Information

Sex__ :
Height____ :
Religion _ _ _ _ :

513~961-5544

i
i

: Occupation
: Education Attained

or 961-0404

: Now mail this form with $3 to: :

:
: BLIND DATE
.\'!~Q_l!~P~~!1~_st, Dayton, o' ~f54o8

Non-Profit Organization

SKY DIVIHC
THE SPORT OF THE SPACf AGE
1t'

*

GREENE COUNTY

*

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB

4REENE COUNTY -SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER
XENIA, OHIO
STUDENT TRAINING CLASSES - 10:00 and 1:00
INDOOR TRAINING FACILITIES FOR INCLIMATE WEATHER
OPEN '7 DAYS A WEEK DAWN: TO DUSK'
.
. 1st Jump Course $37.50
Groups ol 5 or More - Only $2'7.50 Per Pefson

Price.ln:cludes: Log Book, All Tra1ning,.All EqtilPment &. jump-.
iar'ems• Permlssloil NOT Required For T~e Oyer 18

376-9293

Memorial Hall

The University Center
Board's VTN series re
sumes this week with Jim
Croce in concert all week in
the University Center.

Carlos Ment oga: Jah 19, 8
pm, special $1.00 student
discount, $5.00

Tickets

All tickets are on sale until
noon the day prior to the
event.

Tickets are now on sale at
the UC Ticket Center for
the following attractions:
Hara Arena
Rare Earth: Jan 19,
$5.00
Gladys Knight and the
Pips: Jan 25, $5.50 for
r eserved seats
Charlie Rich: Jan 26,
$5.00 for reserved seats
Frazier vs Ali: Jan 28,
closed circuit TV, $10.00
Holiday on Ice: Feb 12-17,
$3.50, $4.50, $5.50, group
rates available

Classifieds----------~:I
II---------------------

I
I
The University Center Board .is setting policies and procedures in
Room - Woodman
holding a membership drive the university center.
I Free
Park Apts. Completely .
· beginning this week ·to fill ·Also .t his week in Allyn, the
UCB will be having class sign-ups I furnished, dishwasher'
vacancies on the board.
Membership · applications are for the winter quarter crafts I garbage disposal, color TV
available at a table set up in shop. Among tl;ie rnany classes 1 and stereo; in exchange for
Allyn Hall, or in the UCB office available are ones in Dulcimer I attendant care for handiBuilding and Interior Deco
capped male student. Call
rm 042 University Center.
I after 8 pm. 254-5772.
The UCB is involved in carrying rating.
out activities in the areas of Film, For more information on the I
Video, Crafts, Recreation, Tour crafts classes and the UCB, I Roommate wanted-must
naments, Miniversity, Concerts, students should come to the UCB
have high interest in
Lectures, Rathskellar, Publicity, table in Allyn Hall or UCB offices I dwarfs-Call Derek Small.
in the University Center.
I
and Special Activities.
I I Apartment to share. Own
Deadline f.or mcm~~:-::"'~:- ";';-~
FREE ABORTI01'
cations is Jan 25.
I ~:;~:~~w$8~npe~a~~~;~:
Although only two years old,
Information
I 878-8306.
the UCB is one of the major
I
~au
programming bodies on cam.pus.
I Housemates Needed: WilIt also has co-respons_ibility for
C INCINNATI WOMEN'S
mington-East Dorothy
SERVICES
I Lane, nice farmhouse
.DATES GALORE
I (much land), approx. $80
Meet exciting singles - FAST!
for
I monthly, Call Dennis or
To apply, just fill out below:
i
iI

VTN

11
I
I
I
II
I.
I

Jim 296-1036.
Housing available to qualified, responsible student in
exchange for two or three
hours of work per day at
WSU riding club. Call Dr
Taylor at 526 or 879-5486
for more information.
Ideal Apartment for rent
two miles from WSU.
Spacious and private, $15
per week per student. Call
.426-5308.

I
I
I
I
I Female student~ 20, needs
I · roommate immediately.
I $50, liberal atmosphere.
Call 1-325-2274 before 6,
I after 6, 275-7241. Leave
I name and number.
I
I Wanted: Female roommate for Bonna Villa. $90
·I per month. Beautiful apart-

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ment with own bedroom.
Call 426-9115 and ask for
Suzanne Johnson. If I'm
not there please leave your
name and number to be
reached.
· \"'n'i '.) J1

.

u.,, L}~~ifb
~ '\} - _.
°" - . - ' ,
·

=

. ~ -~ ·
~:~~ uJl F°OQWP

·

--~

:t\!

N""I E
W1iAA

rk

,

'/

Lost: Pipe in men's restroom, first floor Oelman
Hall. Black lava-like pipe
bowl with marble-like
pipe stem. A Christmas
gift from son. REWARD
if returned to 135 Oelman.
Reward for return of red
wallet taken Dec 14 in
hallway of Oelman Hall.
Return of all ·personal
papers is appreciated.
Please return to Security.

C'),~ ?~ e.) J

~.-~~~/"c.s :_
· -~ , ; ·~ - c-;.,

~\

,

- ,~

Lost: Speech 135 Principies of Speech Communication. Lost January lO.
Please return immediately.
Call Sue 878_9245 . Reward.

:

Free adult male cat to a
good home, litter box
trained. Call 878-6427.

1'

,

'
· i.

-,·::-

11

· JH ELP,

, ·.

Wanted: Responsible cou
ple to live in with three
school age children while
parents vacation. Good pay
for good references.
426-1261.

Iii._',,/
~

J.

·--;>-'

,

~-

~..._~

'//

>, -- - ,,-; --,
"~

_

~

~~ '

Typing done in my home
term papers & thesis. Call
228-4171.

tltil .
I

. i
r

D

.

11

I

~

I

d

For Sale-typewriter, use
Underwood, $15. Call 4342450. 10 am - 8 pm.

Student need help with low
grades? Call Derek Small.

For Sale-Small foreign carcall Derek Small.

WSU Bridge Championship Sunday, Jan 27, 1 pm,
Rm 041, Student Center.
Winners go to Kent State
to represent WSU in Intercollegiate Regionals and
we hope to Memphis, Tenn
for Intercollegiate Nationals, expenses paid. Winners also get name on
plaque as school champs to
be placed in Student Center. Contact Ron Rizzo
256-1814 for detail~. of
Wanted to Buy: Cop1es
Children in Trouble by
Howard James for mornd r
ing juvenile e iquency
class. Contact ext 319, or
ext 1314 .

For Sale: 1972 Camaro, 307
eengine, l7 mpg, 3-speedt
on floor, sport wheel,
good paint and interior, 5
year quaker state guarantee. $2575.00 or best
reasonable offer. Contact:
Garry, 226A Residence
Hall, WSU

Wanted: Common opposurns for humane biological
experiments. Contact anyone in 4Q4 . Oel~an and/or
309·
Office,
Biology
Oelman.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

For Sale: 1970 Maverick,
standard, 6 cyl, AM-FM
radio. Call 878-7701 after
5:30.
For Sale-stereo, 8-track,
M
Garrar·d turntable, AM-F
four speakers each with_ an
h
8-in woofer, 3 in and 1-mc
tweeters. Only 1-year old.
$235 Call Jim Ryerso~,
· 426-6680 ext 1309 Res1
dence Hall Rm 224-A.

F~r Sale: '6~ Duster, new
tires, r~al fme cond, $180~
Call Michael after 4, 276
3557.

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.I
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Accessib"lily' problem for ABs
BY KAREN WEUEl
staff repor1er

the education they ·want. It's a
shame that other colleges, insti
tutions, and businesses are so
slow to follow the example.
However, I've noticed that such
accessibility can be slightly
bazardous to an ABs' health un
less approached with caution.
Changes in what typical ABs are
accustomed to range from subtle
to moderate to extreme -- the last
literally knocks your eye out if
you don't watch your step.
Riding elevators on campus
makes me feel guilty. When I
press the. "up" button in Millett
Hall to see that prof on the fourth
floor, I feel like an ingrate. Any
third grade student knows that
taking t hose four flights of stairs
with a hea rty s tep helps circula
tion, gets t he ol' ticker running,
a nd is good exe rcise . Call m e a
lazy AB, your typical out-of
shape st udent who's last t o adm it
it .
Perhaps they're discussing significant alterations in the socio-economic struct ure. Or maybe
The new library elevators are
they're just talking about how bad Saga coffee is. Talking is the game in the Allyn Hall cafeteria.
equipped with low buttons, (also
[lnderrieden photo]
printed in Braille), with a buzz
identifying each floor.
I don't blame ABs for using
library elevators. How can you
feel guilty when you know that
BYGAILSNYDER
information are included in the Wagner.
1 202 of those are transfer stu
between the first and second
staffreporter
report which was coordinated by
The report is divided into two
d~nts. One hundred thirty-six of
floors lies the "Stairway to
Of the 12,740 students enrolled
Wagner and Bruce Lyon, Dean of sections, Statistical Information
those students transferred from
Heaven?" -- those vertical orange
atWSU, 55.6 percent are over 22 Students.
compiled fur t he most part by
Sinclair Community College in steps that riv~l the Himalayas.
years of age and 56.9 percent are
Wagner and Lyon volunteered Lyon, and Student Activities
Dayton and 75 from the
I was wondering when someone
single, according to a "Student
t heir talents to compose the contributed by Wagner. But· the
University of Dayton.
would fall and make it ~o the first
Characteristics" report to t he
re port for the Board of Trustees major part of the work was done
However, the fact that 50.9
floor the hard way -- a woman re
Student Affairs Committee of when Ray Ross, a member of the by the. vari?us de:partments of
percent of the student body is
portedly did last Wednesday.
the Board of Trustees.
board, recommended that some the um~e~s1ty which gat~e7ed
taking 11.5 credit hours or less is
The stairway is architecturally
"The Student Affairs Comm.it
type of information sheet be done the statistics and other similar
even more interesting.
stunning -- and I'm sure that
tee was created to facilitate on
to keep the members of the facts.
. .
The document also points out fallen victim was pretty well
1
student affairs at Wright State.
board better informed as to
;\lso u~der the Student Activ. 
that of the four percent disabled
stunned by its magnificence
Nobody on the board really had
student activities and what type ties. sect10n of th~ report, ther~ is
students at WSU, at least 65
when she hit the bottom step.
a11.~ what the students w.ere
of students attend WSU.
a 1agram showm~ th~ relation
percent of them are disabled due
On a positive note, accessibility
all bout," commented Eric
"It consists of the bare mini- ship of each organization to one
to disease or trauma after birth.
changes
are responsible for the
W~er, a member of t he
mum number of things of w.hat a a?other and to the administra
Within the Financial Aid Dept.
tunnels, those underground
committee.
person needs to ·know what tion, t he faculty, and to the stu
there are 1,400 students on
mazes that once mastered will
Statistics and student activity student body is about," said dent body.
.
.
Veteran's assistance.
keep you dry through five classes
One of the more mterestmg
Students can find the Student
and lunch in Allyn Hall during a
statistics in the document is that
Characteristics report in the
monsoon.
out of 12,740 students enrolled, archives of the library.
Now, if someone would only
finish it up to the University ,
Center, the . convenience would
be complete. I can't help but
think that someone really goofed
when I see students in wheel
chairs having to navigate all that
way in snow and ice.
increasing breast size may
[Q] Recently I have been using
provide many readers with . Speaking of winter weather,
ramps cari be fatal. They're
honeysuckle perfumed talcum charming fantasies, fortunately
helpful · even for campus de
powder on my breasts after breast size is under the control of
liveries, and are great for ABs to
showering. Lately, my breasts more rational forces. In the fully
fall down on, too. I won't mention
seem to be enlarged a little, at grown woman, an increase in
the unsalted steps.
least enough that my bras are breast size would almost
Water fountains have been
· getting snug. Could the enlarge
certainly be related to ohe of
lowered and walkways paved in
ment be due to the powder?
three things: There has been an
an attempt to ease the problems
(Answ) While the idea of increase in total body weight; the
of accessibility for the handi
honeysuckle talcum powder woman has started taking birth
control pills; she has become capped. . . barely noticeable to
ABs. The changes are of use to
pregnant. Substances applied
externally to the breasts do not us, and they giake us think twice
when we complain about some
iMrease their size.
Thousands of Topics
This wouldn't be the "Doctor's little ache or pain.
Accessibility brillance has to be
$2.75 per page
Bag" without me speculatjng-. I'd
epitomized
by the famous
Send for your up-to-date, 16G-page,
guess that you are honeysuckling
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
electric doors. These were in
your
breasts
for
someone
who
is
to cover postage (delivery time is
making you feel awfully good, so stalled to aid the handicapped
1 to 2 days).
perhaps you are relaxed and when no one was around to open
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
e:1
ting more, or perhaps you have the conventional doors. Fine
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD ., SUITE # 2
even
started taking birth co·n trol going out, but I wonder if even
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
pills. I sure hope the breast those who have to use them
going in aren't placed in the same
Our research material is sold for
enlargement
is not due to an
research assistance only .
danger
we lazy ABs are.
unwanted pregnancy.
Step on the mat (just like in the
supermarket!), keep up the pace,
as the door swings toward you, it
will instantly render you uncon
cious. If you aren't dead, you've
learned your lesson. Access
;~;~;~~;~;~;~;~;~;~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:;:
~=~=~:;:3i=~=~~=~=~=§~:~:~=~=~=~=~~=~;~
ibility and ABs don't see eye-to
eye, unless it's a tempting elec
'
Half-Price off admission
Appeared Before 2 Million People
tric do.o r. I think someone's
.......
Tuesday & Wednesday
~ming
trying to get a subtle message
ONLY
DAYTON HARA ARENA
across.
But I still don't like those
......
. Friday, Jan 18 - 8 pm
J":N 22: Jimmy w;,te'IS.~nl
810. .\'. "Jfo;,.
crummy stairs ~ in the library.
: WSU students [wit h ID] and their dates may purchase at
rI
.
228-:8-1
u.,
.
JAN 29: Rolald Kif<
e Gate Regular $2.50 General Adm. tickets for $1.00.
When you're downtown next
time, imagine that the only way
you can get around is in a wheel
chair. Crutches for a broken leg
is cheating; I mean an honest-to
goodness wheelchair you are
permanently confined to.
Problem number one: how to
get from one side of the inter
section to another with that
nasty curb staring up at you.
Problem two: how to fit in the
epartment store door. Problem
three: how to push the elevator
button that's just out of your
reach.
ABCs (able -bodied citize n s )
don't think t wice abou t such pre
dicame nts. For · myself, a n ABS
(able-bodied tudent), the prob
lems of accessibility if I were
handicapped seemed as distant
as the moon until I came to WSU.
Here the handicapped have it a
little easier whe n it comes t o
getting around. The environme nt
on campus is altered for their
convenience, so they may have

·'Characteristics' depicts students

1
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Doctor's bag

Powder doesn't enlarge breast

RESEARCH

Dayton's Only Jazz Qub

GILLy Is

RE'GENERA TION

luly·s·

Attractions
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Raiders escape from reality 'in Rorida
[Editor's note: WSU.Sports In
formation Director, Dave Stahl,
journeyed, last weekend, to
Florida with the Raiders varsity
mens basketball team and
recorded his observations for the
GUARDIAN.]

which seemed far away from the busi~ess of basketball against
freezing rain in Dayton, Ohio.
Rollms that evening. The Ta
. .
rs
The day started early on Thurs
were 6-3 gomg
mto the ball game
day for the 40-m.ile trip up to and had scored over 100 points i
DeLand to play Stetson that their last two games. Vetera~
night. The weather was unsea
coach Ed J ucker had his ball club
sonably warm with record temp
rolling.
It was the culmination of sev
eratures and plenty of sunshine.
Once again it took the Raiders
eral years of planni'ng by John
The squad relaxed most of the
almost a full half to settle down.
Ross and Don Mohr, a trip to afternoon in preparation for that By the end of the first half, WSU
Florida for the basketball team in
night's game against an excellent trailed 45-33. Down by as many
1973-74.
.
Hatter basketball team that was as 17 points in the second half
What a great recruiting device 7-3.
WSU fought back to a 63-59
for the coaches to us~ to entice
The Raiders were a 17-point deficit on the shooting of Bob
basketball players to attend a
underdog against Stetson and Grote who finishe d with 13
relatively new institution, still
would play in a very old armory points.
unknown in most basketball which seated only 1,300. The
Less than one minute after his
circles. It was intended to not warm outside temperatures com
final basket, Grote fouled out of
only be a trip to play two basket
bined with a full house made the
the game. Numerous fouls and
ball games but to be an educa
armory very hot.
several turnov e rs hurt the
tional journey for the young col
The strange surround.ings Raiders down the stretch. At one
lege students who had not seen probably had something to do
point, Rollins did not score a field
many parts of our country.
with the shaky start against
goal for over eight minutes, but
The final arrangements were Stetson as the Raiders com
scored 11 points on free throws
made for two games, against mitted three straight turnovers
while WSU did not shoot once
Stetson University and Rollins and were down 6-0 before you
from the charity stripe.
College, and four days in the knew it.
WSU finally lost the game,
Sunshine State. Transportation
With only 1:56 left in the game
was by Delta Airlines, rather and trailing 58-47, the situation
than a charter which would have was right for a big romp for Stet
United advertises friendly skys, but Raider Bill Fogt enjoyed
cost somewhat more money.
son. However, WSU is a never
those of Delta just fine, thank you.
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The Raiders boarded a bus out
say-die team and led by Phil
side the Physical Education McKee's hot shooting, the
Building on late Wednesday Raiders pulled to within five
afternoon for the trip to Dayton points at 1:04. Another steal led
Cox Airport. The excitement was to a layup by Bill Fogt at 0:54 to
high among all of the individuals make the score 58-55, but Fogt
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early in the game, but they let up
staff reporter
as they were anticipating the was called for his fifth foul and
later on with a zone and our
Saturday night the WSU offen.se managed to stay with it."
warm 80 degree weather in Buzzy O'Connell made both free
women's varsity basketball made
Women's -collegiate basketball Florida compared tq the sub
throws for Stetson.
its debut against a four year old games differ from mens with
freezing temperatures in Day
The final score of 64-61 was
Rio Grande College squad on the respect to several rules. As
ton.
much closer than even John Ross
veterans' horn~ court, and sur
The flight in an airplane would might have predicted. Stetson
Jackson mentioned, the game is
be the first for several ball was a team which beat Bowling
prisingly taught the old dogs divided into quarters eight
some new tricks stopping Rio minutes in length. There is also players, but they did not seem Green by 17 points and Virginia
concerned about their impending by two. It once again proved that
Grande 40-35.
no time limit in bringing the ball
The Raiders were helped most to half court though there is a
journey in the sky. The flight left WSU can compete against major
by the free throw effort of For
Dayton just after 6 pm and ar
30-second offensive control limit.
college competition.
rived late in Atlanta at 7:30 pm
ward Terry York who pumped in And every foul charged is pena
Friday was the day of relaxa
due to some bad weather over tion and fun. Rising at 7 am to
nine out of ten . shots from the lized with a free shot.
Tennessee and Georgia. A quick get an early start on the 60 mile
foul line, besides scoring three
Fouls .made the difference for
change of flights at Atlanta's trip to Disney World, the team
field ·goals to lead the scoring the WSU team as it keyed on 56
with 15. Also starting the game percent of its free throws. Rio busy airport and the Raiders was ready and in good spirits;
were off and winging to Orlando.
were Forward· Jeanne Keister, Grande committe<;l 23 fouls to the
The energy crisis was keeping
Wednesday night was to ·be the big crowds away from Walt
Guards Sandi Pedrotti and Sarah Raiders' 11. "I guess the best
Butler, and Center Linda Klein. ·way to describe the game is to spent at a motor lodge in Orlan
Disney's world of fantasy, so the
do. The team arrived after 11 pm party of 25 players, coaches,
"We were quite thrilled," com
say that we did well, and Rio
mented Coach Arnelle Jackson. Grande just did poorly," stated and it took them about two doctors, and wives would be able
minutes to change into their to see everything time permitted
"Of course we were happy to Jackson. "But our next game is
Raider Dan Brinkman had
swim suits and head for the without long waits.
beat a team that had been around going to be a lot tougher. Witten
sleep on his mind.
motel pool in very comfortable
longer than we have.
berg is a larger school with a rep
The entire group was the guest
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"The game was really close until utation for having a good ·team
temperatures.
of the Florida Citrus Growers.
the fourth quarter when Rio and a lot of individual talent."
To even the most experienced Each player received a book of 8-4--7-7-,_b_u_t-sc_o_r~d 12 more field
Grande only scored a few points. . The Raiders travel to Witten
traveler, the extreme tempera
goals than Rollins. Bill Fogt
free tickets for different rides
. They had started playing a really berg for their second game of the ture difference over a four hour and attractions along with free
finished high for WSU with 18
points, all in the second ha~. The
period was once again amazing. admittance to the Tiki Room and
close man-to-man defense with us season at 1 pm Saturday.
Raiders outrebounded Rollins by
The team was in a dream world the Diamond Horseshoe Revue.
Also, everyone received a bag of over · 10 and committed fewer
turnovers. The most important
oranges to take home.
factor in the game was 36 f~ee
The highlight of the day for the
throws by Rollins and only five
players was the private box seats
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past winners of t.he. Divisional ·Fogt is ahead of all scorers with a at the Diamond Horseshoe
by
the visitors from up N,of~t~d
staff reporter
title.
career total of 960 and an ex
WSU had 20 second half ie
Revue, which is a takeoff on an
There are those who maintain
Perhaps the team member most
goals to only 7 for Rollins, but
cellent chance of hitting the 1,000 old Western stage show, dancing
that statistics can tell any story responsible for the ranking is
point mark this· month.
only ~utscored the home tea~:J
girls and all.
the statistician wishes to relate: 6'6" Center Jim Minch who has
five over the 20 minute peri ·
As Fogt nears the ·peak of his
It may take Jim Minch a while
But several statistics recorded pulled down 101 rebounds in the
The return trip on Sunday was
ca""l'eer, Junior Phil McKee has to live down the kiss on the nose
by the WSU men's varsity Raiders' first 13 games. The abruptly terminated his. Ac
much better than could have
he got from the featured singer.
· 5uch a
basketball team are hardly two
team is averaging 41.5 per game. cording to WSU Sports Informa
been· predicted followmg
Other attractions most talke.d
t
sided.
The WSU offense is not· faring tion Director Dave Stahl, "He about were the Country Bear
tough loss. The trip would ~m
The NCAA has. announced that badly either as Bill Grote is just made a decision between his Jamboree, the Haunted House,
have been complete without
as of Jan 5, the Raiders rank hitting on 61.1 percent of his field
Fogt flirting with a steward~s~t
grades and basketball. Phil said and the Hall of Presidents.
seventh in team defense in the goals for a 12.2 average while Bill he liked basketball, but that his
Almost the entire crew of
The nearly seven-hour stay at
f
0
NCAA Division II ahead of such Fogt leads the team scoring with grades in Engineering were slip
attendants spent a great dea.
Disney World proved to another
6'2" sen1or.
notables as St Thomas (Minn), 166 points and a 12.8 average.
ping from his 3.0 average and he group that the massive park was
time entertaining t he
'tber
The Raiders have outscored felt academics were just more not just for small children. Every
Other players we re ei . g
their opposition 73.6 to 65.5, and · important to him."
looking out the window, pla~ink
player and member of the party
1
cards, or sleeping like Dan Brin
thoroughly enjoyed themselves
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in a world away from reality.
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Upon arriving b~ck m Dar the
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American family planning
it was like stepping ou\ 0 n a
were even talking about the
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